
RALEIGH Press Highlights: 

 

"Raleigh's shared jazz pedigree ensures that the fleet-footed, curlicued arrangements never stay in 
the same place for very long and continually keep you guessing as to where they might turn next. 
There's no denying the poise and discipline with which Raleigh struts its mysterious stuff here." - 
(Toronto Star) 

"Raleigh's wonderfully titled Sun Grenades & Grenadine Skies, with its abundance of dude/lady 
vocal duets, off-kilter pop and reckless abandon for traditional folk setups... While things may get 
kooky, they never detract from the core ideals of strong songwriting and tenable music; this isn't 
some self-indulgent pet project intent on alienating, this is a collection of well-constructed ditties 
that happen to plunge into new territories. It's the best of both worlds." - (Music OMH UK) 

"This highly anticipated sophomore album from prog-folk trio RALEIGH is blatantly triumphant, 
even exceeding my lofty expectations for a band that has rightfully been gaining lots of critical 
attention over the past year. A sophisticated and seemingly infinite journey of musical 
exploration, Sun Grenades & Grenadine Skies has firmly entrenched itself in the running for 
album of the year in my book, and I venture to say is on the mind of many an esteemed music 
critic as well! Expect big things for this band and this album." - (Rokline Magazine) 

“It has an avant-garde approach with tinges of summery jazz with guitar, piano, cello and a 
myriad of other instruments. It fits into a mainly unchartered genre and could well become a 
standard by which others have to try and attain. The spacey, out-there nature of the music will 
appeal to those of you who like something a little different.” - (Americana UK) 

“Sun Grenades and Grenadine Skies, the second outing by Calgary band Raleigh, is an Aladdin’s 
cave of styles and ideas. Ostensibly, the band is a folk trio, comprising cello, piano, guitar, but in 
reality, they’re governed by no such boundaries.” - (the Skinny UK) 

"Raleigh create beautifully layered songs that are as delicate as they are sophisticated. Tight vocal 
harmonies interweave and counterpoint with instrumental arrangements that sound far larger than 
their lineup might indicate. Geiger and Anais' lyrics are both literate and accessible, creating an 
entire storybook world where characters are well rounded and familiar, traveling through settings 
that are all their own." - (Beatroute Magazine) 

"Without question, the indie/folk anthems Raleigh pen are beautiful, but they aren't suffocated by 
their own preciousness. Jazzy numbers like "Marrow" and slow burners like the LP closer, 
"Savant" are laced with quirky transitions and Waits like percussion clanks. Unlike so many 
bands that prefer a softer voice and hushed tones, the results speak volumes." - (Herohill) 

"Cello, guitar and drums, melded into a sound solid enough to make them stand out from the 
pack." - (The Wounded Jukebox) 

“Gorgeous, orchestral jazz-pop shot through exploratory pores and viewed with wide-eyed 
wonder.” - (the Calgary Herald) 

“Raleigh’s brand of pop music is both dreamy and defiant. Embracing ideas of chamber pop, 
twee, shattered time signatures and an experimental grace with noise-pop predilection. Raleigh is 
a rollicking yet steady indie outfit with a nascent cult following.” - (Vivascene)  

 



 

 

 

Beatroute Cover Story:     National Post Album Premier: 

 

 

 

 
Show review in Liekedeeler, Germany: 

 


